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Ancillary revenues continue to power the financials of the airline
industry

Estimate of $82.2 billion in 2017*
10.6% of global revenue of $776 billion

* Source: Ideaworks and CarTrawler
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However there is still much the industry can do to grow “the category”

Capture a greater share of the travelling public’s wallet
- Better value
- Leverage key strength in distribution
- Leverage new technologies
- Brand Halo

Grow the size of the travelling public’s wallet
- New product offerings
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The global travel industry is estimated at US$2.31Trillion, with the
airline industry as a major contributor, yet only captures ~32% of this
overall market

Ø The airline industry is at the core of the overall travel industry
Ø The airline industry is most often the first touch point in the travel
industry value chain
Ø Touches all its customer directly through product fulfilment

Ø How does the industry leverage this unique position in the overall
travel value chain?

*Source Statista for 2016
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Stop thinking like airlines that only sell
your own product and more like
retailers that make money both on
selling their own products (“Home
Brands”) as well as all other products
in the market
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But it needs to start from the top

WORLD’S MOST REWARDING
TRAVEL EXPERIENCES
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And needs to be a key part of the public face of the “airline”
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It starts with building trust with customers which comes from
providing quality value for money
The basics:
Would they rather eat your “Buy on Board” product in a stress free “zone”
Vs
Queue and rush to consume at airport prior to boarding?
HOWEVER
What is the quality of your buy on board food product
Vs
What your customers can buy at the airport?

DOES POOR QUALITY ONBOARD “CHEAP” FOOD BUILD A SENSE OF TRUST WITH CUSTOMERS?
“LOSS LEADER”
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New technology should be seen as an enabler to open the travel
wallet for your customers but most airlines treat it as a “profit centre”
The combination of inflight wifi and “captive” audience gives the airline industry a
unique opportunity to retail – an opportunity any other industry would die to have
Option A
Sell internet connectivity
at low rates to drive take rates

Vs

Option B
Sell internet connectivity at higher rates for
price insensitive segment
+
Provide rich commercial offers from
strategic partners to passengers:
1. Better engagement
2. Stronger overall value proposition
3. Greater loyalty
4. Leverage strength as key distribution
channel

Marginal economics
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Superior overall economics through
becoming distribution channel

It cements your position as a provider of more than just simply a
good value seat – selling (and capturing more value) of selling the
entire “good value” travel experience
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Given airlines should provide the right platform for optimal retailing,
actions to capture greater share of wallet should also grow the size of
the travelling public’s wallet
For example
Ø Taking the stress out of eating on a trip increases the overall
market for F&B related to travel
Ø Using onboard wifi to do “impulse” sales e.g. duty free, should
increase the overall market for duty free by making the whole
purchase process easier
Ø AirAsia adding a 24-hour business-style airport lounge at its
Kuala Lumpur home grows the market for airport lounges
Ø Offering a “seats” product (e.g. preferred seating) or premium
economy product grows an airline’s overall revenue base
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Still lots of growth in ancillary revenues but comes through better
selling of what we have not necessarily a raft of new products
Capture a greater share of the travelling public’s wallet
- Better value
- Leverage key strength in distribution
- Leverage new technologies
- Brand Halo

Grow the size of the travelling public’s wallet
- New product offerings
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